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TheClassics.us. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 226 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x
7.4in. x 0.5in.This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned
copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not
indexed. Not illustrated. 1842 edition. Excerpt: . . . And these
attending to my moving mind Shall only usher in the fitting
sense. As oft as meet occasion I find, Unusuall words oft used
give lesse offence; Nor will the old contexture dim or marre, For
often used they re next to old thred-bare. And if the old seem in
too rusty hew, Then frequent rubbing makes them shine like
gold, And glister all with colour gayly new; Wherefore to use
them both we will be bold, Thus lists me fondly with fond folk to
toy, And answer fools with equal foolery. The meaner mind
works with more nicetie As spiders wont to weave their idle web,
But braver spirits do all things gallantly, Of lesser failings nought
at all affred. So Natures careless pencill dipt in light With
sprinkled starres hath spattered the night And if my notions
clear though rudely thrown,...
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Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to
understand. Your way of life span will probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- La ur en Q uitz on-- La ur en Q uitz on

Good eBook and beneficial one. It really is simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 percent from the ebook.
You can expect to like the way the blogger publish this ebook.
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